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Abstract- The most difficult task a programmer faces is how to decompose a problem into a set of smaller and simpler
sub-problems. Program slicing is a well-known program analytical technique that extracts the elements of a program
related to particular computation. The conventional notion of a program slice is the set of all statements that might
affect the value of a variable. Program slicing has been used for efficient program debugging activities, testing,
program comprehension, restructuring, downsizing, and parallelizing. In this paper we address different types of
program slicing techniques by considering a very simple example. Program slice is computed by analyzing
dependence relations between program statements. To compute program slices we have constructed intermediate
structures of a program such as program dependence graph. Also this paper addresses the comparison between
different types of slices and applications of program slice in different fields.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Program slicing was first introduced by Weiser in 1979 [3]. It is a decomposition technique that extracts the relevant
statements from program for a particular computation [2]. Weiser [3] defined a program slice S as a reduced, executable
program obtained from a program P by removing statements, such that S replicates part of the behaviour of P. A program
slice consists of the parts of a program that affect the values computed at some point of interest [3]. Such a point of
interest is referred to as a slicing criterion, and typically consists of a pair C = <S, V>, where S is a program statement
and V is a program variable [2]. The parts of a program that have an effect on the values computed at a slicing criterion C
represent the program slice with respect to criterion C. The task of computing program slices is called program slicing.
II.
SLICING APPROACHES
There are two major approaches in program slicing. The first approach is based on iteration of dataflow equations given
by Weiser’s [3]. According to Weiser’s slices are computed in an iterative process, by computing successive sets of
appropriate variables for each node in the CFG. The algorithm first computes directly appropriate statements for each
node in the CFG, and then indirectly relevant statements are gradually added to the slice. The process stops when no
more relevant statements are found. The second approach is slicing via graph reachability [1]. In this approach, slicing is
divided into two steps. In the first step, dependence graph of the program is constructed, and then the graph will be
traversed based on algorithm to produce slices. A dependence graph is a directed graph where vertices to represent
program statements and edges to represent dependences among the statements. Reachablity analysis on the graph can be
done by traversing edges on the graph from a node representing the slicing criteria [3]. In this paper we are using graph
reachability approach to find the program slice. So let us discuss graph reachability approach in detail before calculation
of slices.
III.
PROGRAM DEPENDENCE GRAPH
Program Dependence Graph (PDG) of a program P is the graph G = (N, E), where N represents a statement of the
program P and E represents inter-statement data or control dependency edges in program P [11, 7, 15, 22]. The program
dependence graph contains two kinds of directed edges: data dependence edges and control dependence edges.
Data Dependence: let G be the Program Dependence graph of program P and x and y be two nodes in G [6, 31, 33].
Node x is said to be data dependent on a node y if there exist a variable var of the program P such that the following
hold:
1.
2.
3.

The node x defines var
The node y uses var, and
There exists a directed path from x to y along which the var is not redefined.

Consider the program given in Fig. 1 and its program dependence graph given in Fig. 2. The node 5 has data dependence
on node 3 and 4. It is because node 3 and 4 define var i and n respectively and node 5 uses var i and n without
redefinition. Like wise node 7 is data dependant on node 6. It is because node 6 defines var j and node 7 uses var j
without redefinition. Like this, we have other types of data dependence in the graph.
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Control Dependence: let G be the Program Dependence graph of program P and x and y be two nodes in G [6, 33]. Node
y is control dependent on a node x if the following hold:
1.
2.

x is a conditional predicate, and
The result of x determines whether y will be executed or not.

Consider the program given in Fig. 1 and its program dependence graph in Fig. 2. The nodes 8, 9 and 10 are control
dependent on node 7. It is because node 7 is a conditional predicate and execution of nodes 8, 9 and 10 depends on the
value evaluated at node 7. Like that nodes 11, 12 and 13 are also control dependent on node 7 and so on.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

int main()
{
int A,B,C,i,j,n;
i = 1;
scanf(“%d”,&n);
while (i<n) {
scanf(“%d”,&j);
if(j<0){
A=n-j;
B=A+i;
C=A+B;
}
else{
A=n+j;
B=A-i;
C=A+B-i;
}
i = i + 1;
}
printf(“%d \n”, A);
printf(“%d \n”, B);
printf(“%d \n”, C);
}
Fig. 1: A Sample Program P

IV.
TYPES OF PROGRAM SLICING
Depending upon the run-time environment slicing can be
1.
2.

Static slicing
Dynamic slicing

Depending upon graph traversal slicing can be
1.
2.

Backward slicing
Forward slicing
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1. STATIC SLICING
Static slices are computed by computing consecutive sets of relevant statements, according to data flow and control flow
dependences [6]. This is called static slice, because only statically available information is used for computing slices. A
static slice contains all statements that may affect the value of a variable at a program point for every possible input [35].
A static slice is always same or greater than the dynamic slice. To calculate static slice, first construct the Program
Dependence Graph (PDG) of the given program. We calculate static slice with respect to a slicing criterion (P,V) where P
is a statement and V is a variable used. In order to get a static slice for slicing criterion (P,V), PDG nodes are traversed in
backward reachabilty using the concept of either Breadth First Search (BFS) or Depth First Search (DFS) starting from
node P. Fig.3 shows a static slice of slicing criterion (15, A) for the program given in Fig.1. The static slice with respect
to criterion ( 15, A) consists of the nodes { 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 11 , 14 , 15 }.

2. DYNAMIC SLICE
Dynamic slice was first introduced by Korel and Laski [4]. Dynamic slicing is based on particular execution of a
program. The dynamic slices are computed with respect to the execution history. A dynamic slice with respect to a
slicing criterion < P, V >, for a particular execution, contains those statements that actually affect the slicing criterion in
the particular execution [6, 12, 35]. Dynamic slices are usually smaller than static slices, thus allowing an easier
localization of the bugs and are more useful in program testing. We can say that dynamic slicing techniques compute
precise slices. In calculation of a dynamic slice, we analyze dependence from an execution history. This history records
the execution of statements as the program executes. Dynamic slice is calculated from PDG based on the dependence
analysis of the execution history. Thus, statements that have not executed are removed from slice [12].
We calculate dynamic slice as follows [12]:
1. All nodes in the PDG are drawn dotted in the beginning.
2. As statements are executed, corresponding nodes in the graph are made solid.
3. In order to get a dynamic slice PDG is traversed only for solid nodes in backward reachabilty using the concept
of either BFS or DFS starting from node P. All nodes reached during the traversal are made bold. The set of all
bold nodes gives the desired slice.
4. Consider a particular execution of the program in Fig. 1 for the input value n=3, j=1 and j=-3 and its
corresponding dynamic slice in Fig. 4. The input value n=3, j=1 and j=-3 yields the execution history < 1 , 2, 3,
4 , 51 , 6 , 7 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 52 , 62 , 72 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 142 , 53 , 15 , 16 , 17 >. Now we construct the PDG of
the program in Fig. 1. Initially all the nodes in PDG are drawn dotted. After getting the execution history
corresponding nodes in the PDG are made solid. To calculate the dynamic slice PDG is traversed based on the
slicing criterion [12]. The dynamic slice with respect to criterion ( n = 3 , j = ( 1 , -3 ) , 15 , A ) consists of the
nodes { 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 11 , 14 , 15 }.
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Consider the program in Fig. 1. In the statement 15 we display the value of A. This value of A is updated in statement 8
and 11. When we display the final value of A in statement 15 either it is updated by statement 8 or 11. As statement 15 is
data dependent on statement 8 and 11 both the statements 8 and 11 are coming under the slice while calculating dynamic
slice. Similarly, statement 5 is data dependent on statement 3 and 14. In the first iteration statement 5 depends on the
value of i defined in statement 3, but in further execution value of i is updated by statement 14. Hence in next iteration
statement 5 is no more depending on statement 3 for value of i, rather it is depending on statement 14. As statement 5 is
data dependent on statement 3 and 14, both statements 3 and 14 are coming under dynamic slice. Hence dynamic slice
calculated in the above method is not precise.
We calculate dynamic slice in approach 2 as [12, 19, 28]:
1.
2.
3.

Mark the edges of the Program Dependence Graph by solid lines as the corresponding dependencies arise during
the program execution.
Unmark the solid edges of the program dependence graph by dotted lines when the dependency goes off.
Then traverse the graph using BFS or DFS only along solid edges to find the slice.

Consider a particular execution of the program in Fig. 1 for the input value n=3, j=1 and j= -3 and its corresponding
dynamic slice in Fig. 5 using approach 2. The dynamic slice with respect to criterion ( n = 3 , j = ( 1 , -3 ) , 15 , A )
consists of the nodes { 1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 14 , 15 }.
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3. BACKWARD SLICE
A program can be traversed forward or backward from the slicing criterion. When we traverse it backwards it gives
backward slicing. A backward slice of a program with respect to a program point p and set of program variables V
consists of all statements and predicates in the program that may affect the value of variables in V at p. Backward slices
contain all parts of the program that might have influenced the variable at the statement under consideration. The main
applications of backward slicing are debugging and testing [20].
To compute a backward slice from point p, compute backward reachability in the PDG from node p using BFS
or DFS. Consider the program given in Fig. 1 and its corresponding backward slice in Fig. 6 with respect to criterion
(15, A). Backward slice consists of the nodes { 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 11 , 14 , 15 }.

4. FORWARD SLICE
When we traverse the graph forwards, it gives forward slicing. Forward slicing determines how a modification in a part
of the program will affect other parts of the program. A forward slice of a program with respect to a program point p and
set of program variables V consists of all statements and predicates in the program that may be affected by the value of
variables in V at p. Forward slices contain all parts of the program that might be influenced by the variable. The main
applications of forward slicing are Program debugging, program comprehension, program analysis, software maintenance
and testing [20, 30].
To compute a forward slice from point p, compute forward reachability in the PDG from node p to other nodes.
Consider the program given in Fig. 1 and its corresponding forward slice in Fig. 7 with respect to criterion (4, n).
Forward slice consists of the nodes { 4 , 5 , 8 , 11 }.
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V.
COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC SLICES
Static Slice
1. Only the dependences that occur
in a specific execution of the
program are taken into account.
2. Does not make assumptions
regarding the input.
3. Slices will typically be larger, but
will cater for every possible
execution of the original program.

Dynamic Slice
1. Slicing criterion is a triple (input, occurrence of a
statement, variable). It specifies the input, and
distinguishes between different occurrences of a
statement in the execution history.
2. Assumes fixed input for a program.
3. Slices will typically be much smaller, but they will
only cater for a single input.

5.
Contains all statements that 5.
Contains all statements that actually affect
may affect a variable for every the value of a variable
possible
6.
Not suitable for debugging
as compared to dynamic slice

6.
Are very attractive as an aid to debugging,
and in particular, that they are superior to static slices
for this application.

VI.
APPLICATIONS OF SLICING
Slicing is helpful in many aspects of the software development life cycle, including program debugging, software testing,
software measurement, program comprehension, software maintenance, program parallelization and so on. Also it can be
been applied to many other problem areas. The following section lists some of the applications of slicing in different
fields.
1. DEBUGGING
Debugging is a generalized term which essentially means to step through a process in order to systematically eliminate
errors. In programming, debugging is done when undesirable program execution or termination occurs. Debugging is a
necessary process in almost any new software or hardware development process, whether a commercial product or an
enterprise or personal application program. Finding bugs in a program is always difficult [35].
The main application that Weiser had in mind for slicing was debugging [3], if a program computes an erroneous value
for some variable x at some program point, the bug is likely to be found in the slice with respect to x at that point. This is
achieved by setting the slicing criterion to be the variable for which an incorrect value is observed. Dynamic slicing in
particular is appropriate when applying program slicing to debugging, as it produces smaller slices and makes available
the inputs that caused the fault.
Slicing cannot be used to identify bugs such as `missing initialisation of variable’. If the original program does not
contain a line of code then the slice will not contain it either. Although slicing cannot identify errors of omission, it has
been argued that slicing can be used to aid the detection of such errors.
2. REGRESSION TESTING
Regression Testing plays an important role in any scenario where a change has been made to a previously tested software
code. Regression means retesting the unchanged parts of the application. Test cases are re-executed in order to check
whether previous functionality of application is working fine and new changes have not introduced any new bugs. This
testing is done to make sure that new code changes should not have side effects on the existing functionalities [21, 35].
Program slicing can be used to partition tests cases into those that need to be rerun, as they may have been affected by a
change, and those that can be ignored, as their behavior can be guaranteed to be unaffected by the change.
3. SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
Software maintenance is the modification of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance
or other attributes, or to adapt the product to a modified environment. The main challenges in effective software
maintenance are to understand various dependencies in existing software and to make changes to the existing software
without introducing new bugs [27].
4. REVERSE ENGINEERING
Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing a technology specifically to ascertain how it was designed or how it
operates. Reverse engineering concerns the problem of comprehending the current design of a program and the way this
design differs from the original design. Reverse engineering can be viewed as the process of analyzing a system to create
representations of the system in another form or a higher level of abstraction [35].
5. SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE
Software quality assurance consists of a means of monitoring the software engineering processes and methods used to
ensure quality. It provides a level of confidence that software is free from vulnerabilities, either intentionally designed
into the software or inserted at anytime during its lifecycle and that the software functions in the intended manner [35].
The original motivation for program slicing was to aid the location of faults during debugging activities. This is achieved
by setting the slicing criterion to be the variable for which an incorrect value is observed.
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VII.
CONCLUSION
This paper discussed about various types of slicing techniques like the static slicing, dynamic slicing, forward and
backward slicing. Each category of slicing is explained in detail with program portion which was developed in C
language. The application of slicing in various areas like debugging, maintenance and re-engineering and testing are
highlighted in this paper.
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